Who We Are
We understand that the world moves at a hectic pace and we are aware of how often those to-do lists
just keep growing and growing with projects as life passes by at rapid speed. Luckily that is where Pros
On Tap comes in. With the importance of your time in mind, we have streamlined the entire process of
finding the right professional to help you visualize and complete all the projects on your to-do list. But
finding someone with the right skills is only the beginning, because it is imperative that whoever you
hire not only knows HOW to do the job, but knows how to do it RIGHT. We ensure that all of our
professionals are RELIABLE and TRUSTWORTHY, so you do not have to worry about anything but getting
the job done.
What We Offer
Whether you are looking to remodel your bathroom or kitchen, learn how to play the piano or find a
landscaper who also has a snow plow, we can lead you in the right direction. We also offer skilled pros in
MANY other fields such as: wedding photography & videography, web design, plumbing, carpentry,
interior design, personal training and much more. Our database of local and national professionals
reaches far and wide and we are confident that our vetting process is far above the competition, so you
know your pro is both skilled and a legitimate business.
Our Screening Process
All of our vendors have the opportunity to submit for a background check, so we can ensure the safety
of our users. Those professionals, whose background check is confirmed, will then receive a badge on
their profile, which signifies that they have been vetted properly. Additionally we check the permits and
licenses of our professionals (in certain niches) to ensure that their businesses are legitimate. We are
confident that our platform offers our users an easy, safe way to ensure that they know WHO they are
letting into their homes.
Finding Your Pro
Our platform provides a secure means for you to anonymously answer a few questions about your
project without divulging any personal data and receive up to five proposals from trusted professionals
in your area. Then once you have narrowed down your selection of local pros you can chat with them
privately and safely to further vet them yourself before you hire them for the job. It’s that simple!

